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Retinal ganglion cell (RGC) loss is a hallmark of glaucoma and the second leading cause of blindness worldwide. The type and timing of
cellular changes leading to RGC loss in glaucoma remain incompletely understood, including whether specific RGC subtypes are prefer-
entially impacted at early stages of this disease. Here we applied the microbead occlusion model of glaucoma to different transgenic
mouse lines, each expressing green fluorescent protein in 1–2 specific RGC subtypes. Targeted filling, reconstruction, and subsequent
comparison of the genetically identified RGCs in control and bead-injected eyes revealed that some subtypes undergo significant den-
dritic rearrangements as early as 7 d following induction of elevated intraocular pressure (IOP). By comparing specific On-type, On-Off-
type and Off-type RGCs, we found that RGCs that target the majority of their dendritic arbors to the scleral half or “Off” sublamina of the
inner plexiform layer (IPL) undergo the greatest changes, whereas RGCs with the majority of their dendrites in the On sublamina did not
alter their structure at this time point. Moreover, M1 intrinsically photosensitive RGCs, which functionally are On RGCs but structurally
stratify their dendrites in the Off sublamina of the IPL, also underwent significant changes in dendritic structure 1 week after elevated IOP.
Thus, our findings reveal that certain RGC subtypes manifest significant changes in dendritic structure after very brief exposure to
elevated IOP. The observation that RGCs stratifying most of their dendrites in the Off sublamina are first to alter their structure may
inform the development of new strategies to detect, monitor, and treat glaucoma in humans.
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Introduction
Glaucoma is a common CNS neurodegenerative disease and the
second leading cause of blindness (Quigley and Broman, 2006;
Pascolini and Mariotti, 2012). The hallmark feature of glaucoma
is damage and loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), the neurons
that connect the eyes to the brain (Quigley, 1999; Weinreb and
Khaw, 2004; Casson et al., 2012). Glaucoma is often associated
with elevated intraocular pressure (IOP; Sommer, 1989; Peters et
al., 2014) and pressure-lowering agents can be effective in slow-
ing RGC loss (Morrison et al., 1998; Heijl et al., 2002; Kass et al.,
2002; Lichter, 2002; Kim et al., 2013). Even with pressure-
lowering drugs, however, RGCs eventually die. Understanding
the timing and pattern of cellular changes leading to RGC death

in glaucoma should facilitate the development of tools to detect
and impede those cellular changes and ultimately to preserve
vision.

Several experimental models (Bouhenni et al., 2012; Vidal-
Sanz et al., 2012) indicate that RGC death is a relatively late event
in glaucoma, and is preceded by axonal transport defects, which
can occur even within days of IOP elevation and before axonal
loss (Buckingham et al., 2008; Crish et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011;
Calkins, 2012; Ward et al., 2014). Also, Wong and coworkers
recently reported that dendritic and/or electrophysiological
changes occur in subsets of RGCs as early as 2 weeks after IOP
elevation (Della Santina et al., 2013). Whether changes in RGC
dendritic structure occur during the period immediately follow-
ing the induction of elevated IOP, however, remains unresolved.

A persistent barrier to understanding the pathogenesis of
glaucoma is the wide diversity of RGC subtypes (Berson, 2008;
Dhande and Huberman, 2014). In recent years, we discovered
and characterized various transgenic mouse lines, each with 1–2
distinct RGC subtypes selectively expressing green fluorescent
protein (GFP; Huberman et al., 2008, 2009; Osterhout et al.,
2011; Rivlin-Etzion et al., 2011; Dhande et al., 2013). These mice
raise the opportunity to study the detailed morphological and
functional changes occurring in defined RGC populations in re-
sponse to various experimental perturbations. Here we applied
the “microbead occlusion” model of glaucoma (Sappington et al.,
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2010; Chen et al., 2011) to two of these transgenic mouse lines,
which collectively label three RGC subtypes: (1) an Off-� RGC
subtype (Huberman et al., 2008), (2) an On-direction selective
RGC subtype, and (3) an On-Off-direction selective RGC sub-
type (Dhande et al., 2013). We also used the antibody against
melanopsin protein to label and examine type 1 intrinsically pho-
tosensitive RGCs (M1 ipRGCs; Berson et al., 2010; Table 1). We
tested whether there are dendritic morphological changes that
occur in any of the labeled RGC populations 1 week following
induction of elevated IOP, an early stage that, to our knowledge,
has not been examined. Our goal was also to determine whether
the dendrites and somas of some RGC subtypes are impacted
more than others at this stage and to determine whether any such
changes predicted rates of RGC death at later time points. The
idea that some RGC subtypes are more vulnerable to aging and/or
glaucoma has existed for some time, but has been met with con-
tradictory evidence (Quigley et al., 1988; Glovinsky et al., 1991;
Weber et al., 1998; Morgan et al., 2000; Pavlidis et al., 2003; Shou
et al., 2003; Jakobs et al., 2005; Li et al., 2006; Samuel et al., 2011;
Della Santina et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2013). Our results indicate
that dendritic rearrangements of RGCs that stratify primarily
in the Off sublamina of the inner retina are among the earliest
structural changes in glaucoma. Moreover, the RGCs that un-
dergo these early stages are among the first to die. These findings
point to the specific structural features and cell types in the retina
that may act as key factors involved in the progression of glaucoma.

Materials and Methods
Animals. All experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at the University California, San Diego.
All mice used in this study were 1 month old or older [postnatal day (P)
31–P73]. Both male and female mice were used in this study in equal
numbers. The following bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) trans-
genic mouse lines were used: Calretinin-EGFP (CB2-GFP; Huberman el
al., 2008) and Homeobox d10-EGFP (Hoxd10-GFP; Dhande et al., 2013;
Table 1). Founder mice were backcrossed onto C57BL/6 for �4 genera-
tions and their offspring used in this study.

Bead injections. Elevation of IOP was induced using the microbead
occlusion model described previously (Sappington et al., 2010; Chen et
al., 2011; Fig. 1). Mice from one group were anesthetized with an isoflu-
rane– oxygen mixture (2– 4% v/v) at a flow rate of 1.21 L/min, and a small
hole was made in the cornea using a 30 gauge needle. A 2–3 �l volume of
polyesterene beads (10 �m; Invitrogen F-8834) was injected into the
anterior chamber using a Hamilton syringe with 33 gauge needle. The needle
also contained a small volume (0.1–0.5 �l) of sodium hyaluronate (Alcon
Laboratories) to keep the beads from exiting the eye after the injection
(Cone et al., 2010; Frankfort et al., 2013). For every animal, one eye
received the bead injection and the other eye served as an internal control
in which a hole was made in the cornea but no beads were injected. A
second group of mice were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine/
xylazine and a hole was made in the cornea using a glass micropipette
attached to a picospritzer. One microliter of the 10 �m microbeads was
delivered into one eye, while the other eye received a 1 �l injection of
saline. For both groups, IOPs were measured using a rebound tonometer
(TonoLab, Colonial Medical Supply). Six to 10 consecutive IOP mea-
surements were made daily, and the IOP reported for that day was the
average of all the readings. Pressures were monitored at the same time

every day (�60 min) for 2– 4 d before bead injections to establish “base-
line” IOP readings and then for the 7 d following the bead injections (at
which time the animal was killed for analysis). Mice that showed no
elevation in IOP after bead injection (likely due to leakage of the beads)
were excluded from the study. No differences were noted in IOP readings
according to the age and/or strain of mice used.

Cell fills. Intracellular dye filling of single ganglion cells was performed
using methods described in detail previously (Beier et al., 2013; Dhande
et al., 2013; Cruz-Martín et al., 2014; Fig. 2). Briefly, mice were anesthe-
tized with isoflurane and the eyes were enucleated. The retinas were
dissected and kept in an oxygenated (95% O2/5% CO2) solution of Ames’

Table 1. Summary of transgenic mice and antibody labeling used for labeling RGC
subtypes

Mouse line/stain Labeled RGC subtype Reference

CB2-GFP tOff-� Huberman et al., 2008
Hoxd10-GFP On DSGC Dhande et al., 2013

aOn-Off DSGC
Anti-melanopsin M1 ipRGC Berson et al., 2010

Figure 1. Elevation of IOP with bead occlusion. A, B, Microbeads (10 �m) injected in the
anterior chamber of one eye and confirmed by in vivo fluorescent microscopy. Beads prevent the
aqueous outflow through the trabecular meshwork, thus inducing elevation of IOP. C, Quanti-
fication of maximum IOP (at any point before or within the week after bead injection) in control
and bead-injected eyes, before (baseline; black) and after bead injection (red). Bead injection
causes a significant increase in IOP relative to baseline and to controls. D, Plot showing the daily
average IOPs in the eyes of the control group (empty circles) and the eyes of the bead-injected
group (filled circles). Arrow, IOP after bead injection. N � 17 mice. Error bars: �SEM; *p �
0.05; **p � 0.01 (Student’s t test).
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medium (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog #A1420) supplemented with 23 mM

NaHCO3. GFP� RGCs were visualized under epifluorescence, and then
targeted and filled under differential interference contrast (DIC) with
electrodes made with borosilicate glass (Sutter Instruments; 15–20 M�)
containing a 10 mM solution of Alexa Fluor 555 hydrizide (Invitrogen,
catalog #A20501MP) in 200 mM KCl. Hyperpolarizing current pulses
ranging between 0.1 and 0.9 nA were applied for 1–5 min to obtain a
complete cell fill, which was assessed by visualization of the axon, soma,
and filling of fine distal dendritic processes. The central-peripheral loca-
tion of each filled neuron was tracked. To control for possible eccentricity
effects, we normalized the height and width of each retina as a percentage
value, and the location of each individual filled neuron was recorded as a
coordinate value relative to the optic nerve head (e.g., the nerve head:
0,0). Only the neurons that were located within the central 30 –70% of the
retina were included in this study.

Retinal histology. After the completion of cell filling, the retinas were
fixed for 1 h in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), then washed with 1� PBS
and incubated for 1 h in a blocking solution consisting of 10% goat serum

or 10% donkey serum, with 0.25% Triton-X, at room temperature. The
retinas were then incubated for 1–3 d at 4°C with the following pri-
mary antibodies diluted in blocking solution: rabbit anti-GFP [1:
1000; Invitrogen, catalog #A6455; Research Resource Identifier
(RRID): AB_221570], guinea pig anti-VAChT (1:1000; Millipore, catalog
#AB1588; RRID: AB_2187981), and goat anti-ChAT (1:100; Millipore,
catalog #AB144P; RRID: AB_2079751). To reveal the morphology of the
M1 ipRGCs (Berson et al., 2010), some retinas were stained for melanop-
sin (1:1000 rabbit anti-melanopsin; Advanced Targeting Systems, catalog
#AB-N39; RRID: AB_1608076). Retinas were rinsed with PBS (3�, 30
min each), and incubated for 2 h at room temperature with the following
secondary antibodies: Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit (1:1000; Life
Technologies, catalog #A11034; RRID: AB_10562715), Alexa Fluor 647
goat anti-guinea pig (1:1000; Invitrogen, catalog #A21450; RRID:
AB_141882), Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit (1:1000; Life Technolo-
gies, catalog #A11037; RRID: AB_10561549), Alexa Fluor 647 donkey
anti-goat (1:1000; Life Technologies, catalog #A21447; RRID:
AB_10584487), Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-rabbit (1:1000; Invitrogen,

Figure 2. Transgenic mouse lines for examination of the effects of elevated IOP on specific, distinct subtypes of RGCs. A, Whole-mount retina, with GFP-expressing RGCs. Scale bar, 100 �m. B–D,
Individual GFP-expressing RGCs (B) targeted with a glass pipette (C) and filled with fluorescent dye to reveal its complete dendritic structure (D). Scale bar: (in C) B–D, 50 �m. E–H, Maximum
intensity projection images showing the morphology of an individual RGC that was GFP� (E) and filled with Alexa Fluor 555 (F ). G, Merged image. Green, GFP; white, targeted fill. H, Neurolucida
three-dimensional reconstruction of cell body, proximal axon, dendritic branching, and stratification depth. I, Schematic of laminar organization of the retina. The vitreal or “On sublamina” half of
the inner plexiform layer (ipl) is shown in red. The scleral “Off sublamina” half of the ipl is in black. prl, photoreceptor layer; opl, outer plexiform layer; inl, inner nuclear layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer.
J–M, Lucida reconstructions of representative examples of each of the RGC subtypes examined in this study: On DSGCs (J ) and aOn-Off DSGC (K ) labeled in Hoxd10-GFP transgenic mice; tOff-� RGCs
(L) labeled in CB2-GFP transgenic mouse mice; and type-M1 ipRGCs (M ) visualized through immunostaining with anti-melanopsin antibodies. Dendritic stratification patterns are shown below as
side-view images (red: soma, axon, and dendrites localized to On sublamina; black: dendrites localized to the Off sublamina). Arrowheads in H and J–M indicate the axon (red). Scale bar, 50 �m.
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catalog #A21206; RRID: AB_141708), and Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-
guinea pig (1:1000; Jackson ImmunoResearch, catalog #706-606-148).
Sections were rinsed with PBS (3�, 30 min each) and mounted onto glass
slides and coverslipped with either Prolong Gold containing DAPI (In-
vitrogen, P36931) or Vectashield containing DAPI (Vector Laboratories,
catalog #H-1200).

Brain histology to analyze RGC axonal projections. Brains were dis-
sected, fixed overnight with 4% PFA, and then transferred to a 30% (w/v)
sucrose solution. Using a freezing sliding microtome, brain slices were
collected at 40 – 45 �m in the coronal plane, and immunostained for GFP
using the methods described above. Sections were mounted onto glass
slides and coverslipped with Vectashield containing DAPI.

Imaging. All RGCs were imaged with a laser scanning confocal micro-
scope (Zeiss LSM 710 or 780). Image stacks were collected using a LD
C-Apochromat 40�/1.1 water-immersion objective lens, with a Z-step
increment size of 0.48 – 0.5 �m, a scanning resolution of 1024 � 1024
pixels, and a Kalman averaging of 2– 4.

For counting GFP� and melanopsin� cells, whole-mount images of
entire retinas were acquired at 5� or 10� using a Zeiss Axio Imager 2
epifluorescence microscope equipped with an Axiocam HR camera. Us-
ing Adobe Photoshop software, the images were stitched together to
include the entire retina. Brain sections containing central visual targets
were acquired using a 10� objective lens.

Analysis. A total of 152 RGCs from 17 mice were analyzed for this study
(72 RGCs from control eyes; 80 RGCs from eyes with elevated IOP).
Complete morphological reconstructions were obtained using Neurolu-
cida software (10.42.1, MBF Bioscience; RRID: nif-0000-10294), and
analyses were performed using either Neurolucida explorer (10.42.1,
MBF Bioscience) or Fiji software. A range of morphological parameters
were examined, including soma diameter, total number of dendritic
branches, dendritic field area (calculated by measuring the area enclosed
by the outermost segments of the distal dendritic branches), dendritic
length (sum of the length of the total dendritic branches), and 10 � 10
�m Sholl ring analysis. Dendritic orientation index (DOi) was analyzed
using methods described by Krahe et al. (2011). The dendritic field of
each RGC was divided into five equidistant concentric regions centered
on the soma. These rings were then divided into axial planes (horizontal
and vertical planes) by passing two perpendicular lines through the
soma. The sum of dendritic processes crossing each of the five rings was
counted within the two axial planes, and the DOi was calculated as the
ratio of the minimum/maximum number of dendritic crossings in the
two planes. A DOi value of 1 indicates a RGC with a radial symmetric
profile.

For analysis of GFP� cell numbers, the total number of GFP-
expressing RGCs in each whole-mount retina was measured, and for each
animal the normalized fraction of GFP� RGCs between the control
retina and the IOP-elevated retina from the same animal was calculated
and averaged. Since the total number of GFP� cells was not statistically
different between the two eyes of nonbead-injected mice, this approach
controlled for any variation in GFP� cell numbers that might occur
between different transgenic mice. Counts were performed by three in-
dependent observers.

The dendritic change index (DCI) quantified changes in the dendritic
length of the Off dendrites. We selected this parameter because it was
most affected by elevated IOP. The DCI was defined as the ratio of the
total dendritic length of the Off arbor in the elevated IOP condition for a
cell of a given subtype [e.g., transient Off � (tOff-�) RGCs] to the pop-
ulation mean dendritic length of the Off arbor under control conditions
for the same subtype. Since, the On direction-selective ganglion cells
(DSGCs) showed no changes in their dendritic parameters after IOP
elevation, they were excluded from this analysis (see Results).

Statistical significance was assessed using two-tailed unpaired Stu-
dent’s t test. Statistical significance of p � 0.05 was chosen. Error bars
shown in graphs represent the SEM.

Results
Application of the bead occlusion model of glaucoma in mice
Here we applied the microbead occlusion animal model of glau-
coma, which mimics many of the key features of elevated tension

glaucoma in humans (Sappington et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011).
We injected 1–3 �l of 10-�m-diameter microbeads into the an-
terior chamber of the eye, where they accumulated along the
ciliary margin (Fig. 1A,B). This created a physical blockage of the
normal outflow of the aqueous humor through the trabecular
meshwork, and caused IOP to increase in the period following the
bead injection (Fig. 1C,D; Sappington et al., 2010; Chen et al.,
2011). One eye was injected with microbeads. The other eye
served as an internal control by receiving either no injection (cor-
neal puncture alone) or an injection of saline (Fig. 1A,B; see
Materials and Methods). Pressures in both eyes of each animal
were monitored daily using a hand-held tonometer (see Materi-
als and Methods). Figure 1C displays the maximum IOP values
from the control and two bead-injected groups. Across the pop-
ulation of mice studied (N � 17 mice) the maximum IOPs of the
bead-injected eyes were significantly greater than both the base-
line (preinjected) values and the values for the control eyes (Fig.
1C; p � 0.001). These results are in agreement with earlier reports
using this model that microbead injection is a reliable way to
elevate IOPs in mice (Sappington et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011).

We found that the mean maximum IOP for the control retinas
that had corneal puncture alone versus the control retinas that
received injections of 1 �l saline eyes was not significantly differ-
ent before or after injection (Fig. 1C; baseline maximum IOP:
corneal puncture, 12.74 � 2.04 mmHg; saline injected, 10.86 �
0.96 mmHg; p � 0.12; postinjection maximum IOP: corneal
puncture, 13.04 � 1.7 mmHg; saline injected, 12.00 � 0.90
mmHg; p � 0.06). Thus data from these groups were combined
into a single control group for all subsequent analysis. In addi-
tion, the mean IOP of the eyes injected with 2–3 �l beads and the
eyes injected with 1 �l beads were also not significantly different
from one another and thus data from these groups were com-
bined and referred to as the “IOP-elevated” group in subsequent
analyses (preinjection maximum IOP: 2–3 �l bead-injected eyes,
11.48 � 1.6 mmHg; 1 �l bead-injected eyes, 11.5 � 2.83 mmHg;
p � 0.26; postinjection maximum IOP: 2–3 �l bead-injected
eyes, 20.37 � 0.37 mmHg; 1 �l bead-injected eyes, 19.85 � 0.75
mmHg; p � 0.18).

We also analyzed the time course of IOPs in the control versus
bead-injected (IOP-elevated) groups (Fig. 1D). Before bead in-
jection, IOPs were comparable between the two eyes (Fig. 1D) but
by 1 d after bead injection (Fig. 1D, arrow at time point “0”),
there was a steady increase in the IOP of the bead-injected eyes.
The mean pressure of the bead-injected eyes over the first week
was 15.09 � 0.42 mmHg, which is significantly greater than the
average value at baseline for either group (p � 0.0001; Student’s
t test; Fig. 1D). By contrast, the IOP of the control eye did not vary
significantly from prepuncture/saline injection baseline (mean
pressure, 10.64 � 0.26 mmHg; p � 0.41; Fig. 1D).

Targeting of transgenically labeled RGC subtypes
We next applied the bead occlusion model to two different trans-
genic mouse lines, each of which expresses GFP in 1–2 distinct
RGC subtypes (Table 1). The GFP� somas of these RGCs are
readily visible in live explanted, nonimmunostained retinas (Fig.
2A,B), allowing them to be targeted in live retinal explants for
intracellular filling to reveal their complete somatic and dendritic
morphology (Fig. 2C–G). In some animals, we also used mel-
anopsin immunostaining, which selectively labels M1-type and
M2-type ipRGCs (Table 1; Berson et al., 2010). However, we only
focused on M1 ipRGCs because their complete somatic and den-
dritic morphologies can be revealed by melanopsin staining (Ber-
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son et al., 2010). For all the experiments described below, retinas
were harvested 7 d after microbead injection.

After filling and staining, we imaged the RGCs using confocal
microscopy and generated three-dimensional reconstructions of
their dendritic arbors using Neurolucida software (Fig. 2E–H).
Sample en face morphologies and side views of each of the RGC
subtypes examined in this study are shown in Figure 2J–M. The
somas, axons, and the portion of the dendritic arbors stratifying
in the inner (vitreal) half of the inner plexiform layer (IPL) are
shown in red, and dendrites stratifying in the outer (scleral) por-
tion of the IPL is shown in black (Fig. 2H–M; see Materials and
Methods). Notably, the subtypes examined here cover a wide
range of sizes, shapes, and arbor complexities (Fig. 2J–M). Some
mouse RGC subtypes are reported to display size differences as a
function of eccentricity or retinal quadrant (Bleckert et al., 2014).
Therefore, we restricted our analysis to RGCs filled from the
middle portions (30 –70% eccentricity) of the retina (see Materi-
als and Methods).

Transient Off-� RGCs undergo rapid, ocular-pressure-
induced shifts in dendritic symmetry
To investigate for anatomical changes in RGCs at early stages
after elevated IOP, we began by analyzing the structure of the
tOff-� RGCs, the RGC subtype expressing GFP in CB2-GFP mice
(Table 1; Huberman et al., 2008). These RGCs have large somas,
medium-sized dendritic fields, and radially organized dendrites
that monostratify in the Off sublamina of the IPL (Figs. 2L, 3A–
C,O; Pang et al., 2003; Huberman et al., 2008). After 7 d of ele-
vated IOP, the GFP-expressing tOff-� RGCs were targeted and
filled, and their morphology examined. In bead-injected retinas,
the cell bodies of tOff-� RGCs showed no apparent size changes
(Fig. 3G; control diameter, 23.86 � 0.64 �m; IOP-elevated diam-
eter, 23.59 � 0.83 �m; p � 0.79). Overall dendritic branch num-
bers were also similar to controls (Fig. 3H; control, 131.65 � 4.58;
IOP elevated, 118.42 � 9.13; p � 0.19; n � 26 control; n � 24 IOP
elevated; N � 6 mice).

Major differences were observed, however, between tOff-�
RGCs from control and bead-injected eyes. First, the dendritic
length of tOff-� RGCs from IOP-elevated eyes was significantly
reduced (Fig. 3I; controls, 4499.86 � 194.65 �m; IOP elevated,
3708.79 � 277.66 �m; p � 0.05), as was dendritic field area (Fig. 3J;
controls, 50,450.74 � 3813.98 �m2; IOP elevated, 34,533.08 �
4118.38 �m2; p � 0.01).

Notably, some tOff-� RGCs from IOP-elevated eyes had
highly asymmetric profiles compared with the radial geometry of
tOff-� RGCs typical of controls (Fig. 3, compare C and F, O and
P). This shift toward asymmetry was also readily apparent from
Sholl analysis, which quantifies dendritic field size and complex-
ity as a function of distance from the soma (Fig. 3K), and also
from analysis of dendritic orientation (Fig. 3L–N; control DOi,
0.85 � 0.03; IOP-elevated DOi, 0.68 � 0.04; p � 0.01; Krahe et
al., 2011; see Materials and Methods). To investigate whether
there was a directional bias to this change in dendritic symmetry,
the orientation of a subset of tOff-� RGCs (n � 13) was tracked
according to retinal quadrant. In cases where there was a marked
dendritic shift, it consistently occurred in the direction away
from the temporal quadrant (Fig. 4A). These changes did not
reflect IOP-induced shifts in transgene expression as the axonal
projections of CB2-GFP RGCs were similar between control and
IOP-elevated neurons: they projected to the same two targets, the
superior colliculus (SC) and dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN), and only to those targets (Fig. 4B–E). The GFP� axons
from control and IOP-elevated eyes also were directed to the

same sublaminar zones within those targets: the lower stratum
griseum superficialis of the SC (Huberman et al., 2008) and the
“core” of the dorsal LGN (Huberman et al., 2008; Krahe et al.,
2011; Dhande and Huberman et al., 2014). This supports the
conclusion that the GFP� RGCs in both experimental groups
consisted of the same RGC subtype: tOff-� RGCs (Fig. 4B–E;
Huberman at al., 2008). Collectively, these results demonstrate
that just 7 d of elevated IOP causes tOff-� RGC dendrites to
undergo significant rearrangements, including shrinkage of their
overall arbors within the Off sublamina of the IPL.

On DSGCs are structurally resistant to the early phase of
elevated intraocular pressure
Next we examined the morphology of the On DSGCs (in
Hoxd10-GFP mice). In both control and IOP-elevated retinas,
these cells had large, monostratified dendritic fields that were
restricted to the vitreal or On sublayer of the IPL, although it is
worth noting that mouse On DSGCs often have a small portion
(�12%) of their dendritic arbor within the Off sublamina
(Dhande et al., 2013), which we observed here (Fig. 5A–C, K, M).
Of the On-DSGC features we examined (soma size, dendritic
branch number, field, length or patterns of branching), none of
them differed significantly between control and IOP-elevated ret-
inas (Fig. 5G–L; p 	 0.16 in all cases; N � 6 mice; n � 15 RGCs
from control eyes; n � 18 RGCs from elevated-IOP eyes). Since
the GFP-expressing RGCs in Hoxd10-GFP mice include all three
subtypes of On DSGCs (Dhande et al., 2013), we conclude that
the somas and dendrites of On DSGCs appear structurally unaf-
fected during the first week following bead-elevated IOP.

Bidirectional dendritic rearrangements in anterior-tuned
On-Off DSGCs caused by elevated IOP
Next we examined the anterior-tuned On-Off DSGCs (aOn-Off
DSGCs) labeled in Hoxd10-GFP mice. These neurons are char-
acterized by small dendritic fields that normally stratify �60% of
their dendrites within the Off (scleral) sublamina and �40% in
the On (vitreal) sublamina of the IPL (Dhande et al., 2013; Fig.
6C,K). We found no significant differences in the soma diameter
or total dendritic length (Fig. 6G; control mean soma diameter,
18.69 � 0.57 �m; mean diameter of IOP-elevated eye, 18.15 �
0.68 �m; p � 0.55; N � 6 mice, n � 11 RGCs from control eyes;
n � 12 RGCs from elevated-IOP eyes; Fig. 6H; control total den-
dritic length, 2821.05 � 179.73 �m; dendritic length of IOP-
elevated eye, 4053.05 � 108.74 �m; p � 0.23). The overall
number of dendritic branches, however, was significantly in-
creased in the bead-injected retinas (Fig. 6J; 181.27 � 12.06
branches in controls vs 246.67 � 15.52 branches in IOP-elevated
eyes; p � 0.01).

Interestingly, there was a laminar specificity to this change,
such that the dendritic length of On dendrites significantly in-
creased (Fig. 6K,L; dendritic length for controls, 1510.13 �
173.86 �m; dendritic length for IOP elevated, 2191.02 � 234.72
�m; p � 0.05) and Off dendrites significantly decreased com-
pared with controls (Fig. 6K,M; dendritic length for controls,
2285.51 � 146.15 �m; dendritic length for IOP elevated,
1823.02 � 227.96 �m; p � 0.11; Fig. 7). These differences in
dendritic length were likely due to regional changes along the
dendritic arbor because Sholl analysis revealed a significant in-
crease in the number of dendritic intersections for On sublamina
dendrites at 30, 40, 70, and 90 �m from the soma (Fig. 6O), and
reductions in Off dendrites at locations 20 –30 �m from the soma
(Fig. 6P). We also analyzed the dendritic symmetry of Off den-
drites of aOn-Off DSGCs in the two groups but saw no significant
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Figure 3. tOff-� RGCs rapidly alter their dendritic structure in response to elevated IOP. A–F, Maximum intensity projection confocal images of tOff-� RCCs from control (A–C) and IOP-elevated
retinas (D–F ). CB2-GFP somas (A, D, inset image) were filled with Alexa Fluor 555 hydrazide dye (A, D) and reconstructed (C, F ). Arrowhead, Axon. B, E, Side views showing the stratification depth
of the dendritic arbor within the Off sublamina (green, cell fill; purple, ChAT and VAChT immunostaining; bottom panels show area in dotted rectangle). G–L, Quantification of various morphological
parameters examined for RGCs in control (white bars) and IOP-elevated/bead-injected (black bars) eyes. No significant differences (n.s.) were found in soma diameter (G) and total number of
dendritic branches (H ). Dendritic length (I; t test *p � 0.05) and dendritic field area of tOff-� RGCs were significantly reduced in IOP-elevated retinas (J; t test **p � 0.01), which was corroborated
by Sholl ring analysis (K; t test statistical significance: 20 –90 �m, *p � 0.001; 100 –110 �m, *p � 0.01; 210 –220 �m, *p � 0.05), and DOi analysis (L, **p � 0.01). M, N, representative example
of the Sholl ring analysis used to generate the dendritic orientations values in L for control (M ) and IOP-elevated neurons (N ). For G–L, error bars represent � SEM; O, P, Examples of tOff-� RGCs
obtained from control retinas (O) and IOP-elevated retinas (P). Side views shown at the bottom of each neuron (red: soma and axon; black: Off sublamina dendrites). Scale bars: A, P, 50 �m.
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differences (DOi for controls, 0.69 � 0.07; DOi for IOP elevated,
0.67 � 0.07; p � 0.86).

To address the possibility that the apparent increase in On
dendrites was because bead injections somehow reduced On ar-
bors in the control eye (between-eye effects). We compared the
dendritic length of On arbors and field area in aOn-Off DSGCs in

naive untreated retinas versus control ret-
inas and saw no differences between these
groups. These values were consistent with
those reported previously for the propor-
tion of On-arbor size in these cells (Dhande
et al., 2013). Thus, the increase in On arbors
in bead-injected eyes reflects changes in-
duced by elevated IOP (dendritic length of
On arbors: naive, 1355 � 244.77 �m; p �
0.62 compared with controls; p � 0.05 com-
pared with IOP elevated; Fig. 6I; dendritic
field: naive, 25,892.04 � 2345.4 �m2; con-
trols, 26,286.89 � 2141.16 �m2; IOP ele-
vated, 29,616.57 � 2649.28 �m2; p 	 0.34
for all cases).

Together, these data indicate that, after
brief exposure to elevated IOP, aOn-Off
DSGCs undergo significant dendritic re-
modeling involving a reduction in the
dendrites targeted to the Off sublamina
and an increase in the length of dendrites
targeted to the On sublamina of the IPL
(Fig. 7).

M1 ipRGCs: On-type RGCs with Off-
stratifying dendrites that rearrange
in glaucoma
Thus far, we observed a pattern in which
Off dendrites of tOff-� RGCs and aOn-
Off DSGCs undergo a reduction in area
and/or length, whereas On dendrites ex-
hibit either no change (On DSGCs) or an
overall expansion (aOn-Off DSGCs). Is
there something structurally important
about the Off sublayer that makes den-
drites stratifying at this IPL depth more
vulnerable to loss under conditions of el-
evated IOP or is it the functional attri-
butes of Off-type connections that occur
at this IPL depth that are relevant? M1
ipRGCs provide a unique way to address
this question because, functionally, M1s
are pure On-type RGCs that respond to
increments in light, but their dendrites ex-
clusively stratify in the “Off” sublayer and
receive their On-bipolar input from en
passant synapses (Dumitrescu et al., 2009;
Zhao et al., 2014).

M1 ipRGCs have large dendritic fields
that stratify near the boundary of the in-
ner nuclear layer and IPL (Figs. 2M, 8A–
C,L; Berson et al., 2010). Neither soma
size nor dendritic field area were different
for M1 ipRGCs in control versus IOP-
elevated retinas (Fig. 8G,H; control n � 20
RGCs; IOP-elevated n � 26 RGCs, N � 7
mice; p 	 0.31). We did, however, observe

a significant overall reduction in the amount of dendritic branch-
ing and length in the elevated-IOP condition (Fig. 8I; total branch
number: controls, 27.25 � 1.89; IOP elevated, 20.62 � 1.7; p �
0.05; Fig. 8J; dendritic length: controls, 2102.9 � 145.51 �m; IOP
elevated, 1656.51 � 117.55 �m; p � 0.05). Such reductions ap-
peared regionally biased along the dendritic arbor: Sholl analysis

Figure 4. Change in symmetry of tOff-� RGCs is not due to changes in GFP expression patterns. A, Neurolucida reconstructions
of tOff-� RGCs in CB2-GFP mice showing asymmetric morphologies. For most cells, the dendrites are pointed away from the
temporal axis. D, dorsal; N, nasal; T, temporal; V, ventral. Scale bar, 50 �m. B–E, Axonal projections patterns of tOff-� RGCs are
maintained to and within central visual targets after IOP elevation, indicating that there is no change in the GFP expression patterns
caused by the bead injections. dLGN, dorsal LGN; vLGN, ventral LGN; SO, stratum optimum; lSGS, lower stratum griseum superfi-
cialis; uSGS, upper stratum griseum superficialis; SZ, stratum zonale. D, E, dashed line delineates the border of the dLGN. Asterisks
indicate the shell of the dLGN, which is devoid of CB2-GFP axonal projections (Huberman et al., 2008, 2009). Scale bar, 100 �m.
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Figure 5. On DSGCs are structurally resistant to the early phase of elevated IOP. A–F, Same format as for Figure 3 but GFP cells are On DSGCs from Hoxd10-GFP mice. G–K, Quantification of various
morphological parameters examined for RGCs in control (white bars) and IOP-elevated (black bars) eyes. No significant differences (n.s.) were found for any of the morphological parameters studied, including
soma diameter (G), total number of branches (H ), dendritic field area (I ), dendritic length (J ), as well as the percentage dendritic length in the On versus Off sublaminae (K ). L, Moreover, no changes were noted
when examining the overall dendritic architecture using Sholl ring analysis. For G–L, error bars represent�SEM. M, N, Representative examples of On DSGCs in control (M ) and IOP-elevated retinas (N ). For C,
F, M, and N, red represents the soma, axon (arrowhead), and dendrites found in the On sublamina, while dendrites present in the Off sublamina are depicted in black. Scale bars: A, N, 50 �m.
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Figure 6. aOn-Off DSGCs show laminar-specific alterations in their dendritic structure. A–F, Same as in Figure 5 but for aOn-Off DSGCs labeled in Hoxd10-GFP mice. G–I, No significant changes
were noted for soma size (G), dendritic length (H ), and dendritic field area (I ) of aOn-Off DSGCs in control (white bars) and IOP-elevated retinas (black bars). J–M, RGCs had a larger number of total
dendritic branches (J ) in IOP-elevated retina, caused by an increase in the length of the dendrites present in the On sublamina (K, L) and a reduction of Off-sublamina dendrites (K, M ). N–P, Sholl
analysis revealing the increased branching of On-sublamina dendrites (O, asterisk) and reduction of Off-sublamina ones (P, asterisk). For G–P, t test *p � 0.05 and **p � 0.01; error bars represent
�SEM. For C–F, the soma, axon (arrow), and On dendrites are shown in red, and Off-sublamina dendrites are shown in black. Scale bar: A, 50 �m.
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revealed that elevated IOP caused significant reductions in den-
dritic branching at the proximal-most (50 –120, 150 �m from the
soma) locations along the arbors of M1 ipRGCs (Fig. 8K). Thus,
elevated IOP causes rapid loss of dendritic arbors for yet another
cell type stratifying in the Off sublamina, even though function-
ally, these are On RGCs.

RGC subtype-specific loss occurs in a manner predicted by
dendritic changes
Previous studies have shown using the bead occlusion model in
mice that �20% of RGCs are lost after 2 weeks of IOP elevation
(Chen et al., 2011). Next we sought to determine whether there is
any subtype specificity to the RGC loss during the early period of
IOP elevation and, if so, whether that loss was predicted by the
RGC subtype-specific dendritic changes discussed above. For
each transgenic line, the total number of GFP-expressing RGCs
per retina was compared between control and IOP-elevated eyes
at 1 or 2 weeks after IOP elevation (Fig. 9A). CB2-GFP RGCs
showed the greatest reduction compared with other RGC sub-
types examined; after 1 week of IOP elevation, the fraction of
CB2-GFP RGCs in IOP-elevated eyes was 0.91 � 0.05 of that in
control CB2-GFP eyes (N � 5 mice; p � 0.09) and, at 2 weeks
after IOP elevation, this value was reduced to 0.77 � 0.08 com-
pared with controls (N � 4 mice; p � 0.01). Hoxd10-GFP RGCs
also showed a significant and stable reduction in cell number at 1
and 2 weeks after IOP elevation (1 week: 0.94 � 0.02, N � 4 mice,
p � 0.01; 2 weeks: 0.95 � 0.02, N � 4 mice, p � 0.01). Interest-
ingly, no significant change was observed for the fraction of M1
ipRGCs at 1 or 2 weeks after IOP elevation, which is consistent
with previous reports showing that melanopsin-expressing RGCs
are less susceptible to glaucoma-induced death (1 week: 1.01 �
0.08, p � 0.9, N � 4 mice; 2 weeks: 0.99 � 0.01, p � 0.31, N � 3
mice; Li et al., 2006). Comparison between transgenic lines re-
vealed that CB2-RGCs displayed the most significant reduction

compared with all the other RGC subtypes (p � 0.05 compared
with Hoxd10-GFP RGCs; p � 0.05 compared with M1 ipRGCs).
In our experience, even within the same strain or litter, the num-
ber of GFP-expressing cells can vary between animals. We note,
however, that all the analysis of RGC number reported here re-
flects the fraction of GFP cells in the control versus the IOP-
elevated eyes of the same animal and in untreated animals the
fraction of RGCs between the two eyes is not significantly differ-
ent (Fig. 9B–D). Thus, we can reliably conclude that tOff-� RGCs
are among the early cohorts of RGCs that display dendritic
changes and are lost in response to IOP elevation.

Lack of correlation between soma size and dendritic
vulnerability in early response to IOP elevation
Because transgenic labeling allows for quantitative analysis of
various RGC characteristics related to both somatic and dendritic
morphology, we asked whether there are any correlations be-
tween soma size and dendritic vulnerability to IOP elevation. To
do this, we generated a DCI that takes into account the degree of
change in Off dendritic length for RGCs in IOP-elevated versus
control retinas (see Materials and Methods) and plotted that rel-
ative to RGC soma size (Fig. 10). We observed no significant
correlation between the DCI and soma size across the RGC sub-
types that altered their dendrites in response to IOP elevation
(Fig. 10; linear regression: r 2 � 0.004, p � 0.23), nor was there a
significant correlation within tOff-� RGC and aOn-Off DSGC
subtypes (linear regression: tOff-� RGCs, r 2 � 0.11, p � 0.11;
aOn-Off DSGCs, r 2 � 0.2, p � 0.15). M1 ipRGCs with smaller
somas were weakly correlated with increased alterations in den-
dritic length (r 2 � 0.2, p � 0.02).

Discussion
Here we investigated the early structural changes that occur in
RGCs exposed to elevated IOP. Previous work using the same

Figure 7. Additional examples of aOn-Off DSGCs in Hoxd10-GFP retinas. A, B, RGCs from control retinas (A) and IOP-elevated retinas (B). The soma, axon, and dendrites found in the On sublamina
are shown in red, while dendrites present in the Off sublamina are depicted in black. Note the increase in On-sublamina dendrites (red arrows) and the reduction in Off-sublamina dendrites (black
arrows; Fig. 6). Scale bar, 50 �m.
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Figure 8. M1 ipRGCs have reduced dendritic branching in response to elevated IOP. A–E, Maximum-intensity projection images showing the morphologies of M1 ipRGCs obtained by immuno-
staining for melanopsin in control (A–C) and IOP-elevated retinas (D–F ). Reconstructed M1 cells (B, E; arrow, axon). G–K, Quantitative morphological comparison of control (white bars) and
IOP-elevated (black bars) RGCs showed no significant differences (n.s.) for soma diameter (G) and dendritic field area (H ). Reduction was significant for total number of branches (I ) and dendritic
length (J ). K, Sholl analysis showing reduction of branches along distinct locations of the dendritic arbor denoted by asterisks. For G–K, error bars represent �SEM; t test *p � 0.05. L, M,
Representative examples of M1 ipRGCs are shown from control (L) and IOP-elevated (M ) retinas. Scale bars: A, M, 50 �m.
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Figure 10. RGC dendritic susceptibility is not correlated to soma size. Scatter plot showing lack of correlation between soma size and the DCI for RGC subtype that showed changes in IOP-elevated
retinas. Different colors represent the distinct subtypes of RGCs. Line represents a linear regression fit, with the r 2 value of 0.004.

Figure 9. Subtype-specific RGC loss in response to IOP elevation. A, Bar graph showing the normalized fraction of RGCs in the different transgenic mouse lines between control (empty bars) and
IOP-elevated retinas after 1 (gray bars) or 2 (dark gray bars) weeks after IOP elevation. Total counts of GFP� somata revealed a subtype-specific cell loss in bead-injected retinas, in which the highest
degree of cell loss was observed for tOff-� RGCs compared with other RGC subtypes. B–D, Bar graphs showing the normalized fraction of RGCs between the two eyes of normal, untreated animals
in the different transgenic mouse lines, CB2-GFP (B) and Hoxd10-GFP (C), as well as for melanopsin-positive RGCs (D). Note that in normal conditions, there are no significant differences (n.s.) in the
number of RGCs between the two eyes. For A–D, error bars represent �SEM. t test *p � 0.01.
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experimental model found RGC changes, such as defects in ax-
onal transport within the days and weeks immediately following
elevations in IOP (Sappington et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011;
Calkins, 2012; Ward et al., 2014), and dendritic changes in RGCs
have been reported at �2 weeks after IOP elevation, some of
which appear to be RGC type specific (Della Santina et al., 2013).
In the present study we examined changes in RGC structure
within the first week following IOP elevation and by using trans-
genic mouse lines that selectively express GFP in specific RGC
subtypes. The use of transgenic mice enabled us to carefully ex-
amine the nature of those dendritic changes in a manner that
would be difficult, if not impossible, by random RGC labeling.
We discovered that some RGCs show rapid and robust changes in
dendritic architecture very soon after IOP increases, and that
these changes varied according to dendritic stratification depth in
the IPL. Among the four subtypes of RGCs we examined, those
that stratify the majority of their dendrites within the On sub-
lamina exhibited no changes, whereas RGCs that stratified most
or all their dendrites to the Off sublamina underwent significant
rearrangements, such as reductions in overall branching and/or
extent.

Identifying the earliest cellular changes in glaucoma
Wong and coworkers recently showed using the bead model of
glaucoma that some RGC subtypes undergo physiological
changes before dendritic remodeling (Della Santina et al., 2013).
That study focused on changes occurring 15 and 30 d following
induction of elevated IOP by targeting � RGCs on the basis of
their soma size. Interestingly, among the RGC types they exam-
ined, it was the tOff-� RGCs that displayed the greatest structural
and functional changes, including reductions in receptive field
size. Their findings are therefore in general agreement with those
shown here that tOff-� RGCs undergo marked changes in den-
dritic field area and symmetry. Based on the early structural
changes described here, it would be interesting in future studies
to explore whether some RGC subtypes, including tOff-� RGCs,
also undergo functional changes within days or even hours of
modest IOP elevation. The physiological changes preceding den-
dritic structural rearrangements reported by Della Santina et al.
(2013) were largely attributed to a loss of synapses. Indeed, grow-
ing evidence (Ward et al., 2014) points to the idea that synaptic
changes may be a critical trigger and/or readout of RGC disrup-
tion in early glaucomatous retinas.

The patterns of RGC dendritic changes we observed include
reductions in branch number and rearrangements in overall
symmetry, both of which may reflect synapse loss. We note, how-
ever, that in at least one RGC subtype, the anterior-preferring
On-Off bistratified RGCs, the reduction in the overall size of the
Off arbors was accompanied by growth of On-stratified arbors in
the same cell. Such growth may be compensatory for the loss of
Off arbors and may help explain why some studies report reduc-
tions in dendritic arbor sizes in glaucoma (Weber et al., 1998;
Shou et al., 2003; Jakobs et al., 2005; Della Santina et al., 2013;
Feng et al., 2013), while others report increases (Ahmed et al.,
2001; Kalesnykas et al., 2012). Overall synapse number in the IPL
do not appear altered in glaucomatous retinas until later stages of
the disease when many RGCs are lost (Calkins, 2012). However,
to our knowledge sublamina-specific changes in RGC synapses
have not been examined previously in any glaucoma model.
Identifying synaptic changes in the IPL may require the use of
tools that label synapses arising from specific types of retinal
interneurons onto defined RGC subtypes (Schwartz et al.,

2012) and/or synaptic analysis within the On versus Off retinal
sublayers.

Relationship between RGC subtypes and glaucoma
Our data are to our knowledge the first to explore RGC subtype-
specific changes in glaucoma using transgenic markers. While
not exhaustive of all 20 RGC subtypes, the mouse lines and mo-
lecular markers used here were deliberately selected to encom-
pass a range of RGCs: Off RGCs, On DSGCs, On-Off DSGCs, and
a specialized type of On RGC that stratifies in the Off sublamina
of the IPL. This, coupled with a now well established glaucoma
model, allowed us to test certain longstanding hypotheses in the
field about the possible impact of cell size and cell type in early
glaucoma-induced degeneration. Previous studies suggested
there is cell-type-specific vulnerability in glaucoma, such that
larger RGCs are more susceptible (Quigley et al., 1987, 1988;
Glovinsky et al., 1991; but see Morgan et al., 2000; Shou et al.,
2003; Jakobs et al., 2005). A key limitation of those studies, how-
ever, was the lack of tools to reliably distinguish different large
RGC subtypes. Therefore, it was unclear whether the preponder-
ance of smaller, denser branching RGCs in glaucomatous eyes
reflected, for instance, dramatic shrinkage and remodeling of
large ganglion cells, or the survival and increased relative inci-
dence of small cells with normal morphologies. Our data indicate
a lack of correlation between soma size and susceptibility to glau-
coma, at least for the RGCs examined here using the bead-
occlusion model in mice at early stages of elevated IOP. Both
tOff-� RGCs and On DSGCs have very large dendritic arbors, yet
only tOff-� RGCs underwent significant dendritic changes fol-
lowing 1 week of elevated IOP. Furthermore, we found that
anterior-preferring On-Off DSGCs, which possess relatively
small somas and dendritic arbors compared with � RGCs, exhib-
ited significant morphological changes in response to elevated
IOP. We therefore conclude that soma or arbor size alone is not
predictive of whether a RGC subtype will undergo morphological
changes in response to elevated IOP.

Dendritic stratification: an important correlate of the cell-
type vulnerability hypothesis
A consistent observation made in this study was that RGC sub-
types that project the majority of their dendritic arbors to the Off
sublayer of the IPL were the ones to undergo the greatest changes
in response to elevated IOP. Moreover, such changes were cell-
type specific: dendrites of tOff-� RGCs, which capture all of their
synaptic input from the Off sublamina, underwent dendritic
shrinkage and became more asymmetric after IOP elevation. The
aOn-Off DSGCs (which stratify �60/40% in the Off/On sub-
lamina, respectively) showed clear reductions in the extent of
their Off arbors and expansion of their On arbors in response to
the same manipulation. By contrast, our Sholl analysis of the On
DSGCs (which as their name indicates, arborize the majority of
their dendrites in the On sublamina of the IPL), underwent no
change in overall branching pattern in response to elevated IOP.

Together, these data point to a “selective vulnerability” of
RGCs with most of their dendrites projecting into the Off sub-
lamina of the IPL. Stratification depth in the IPL of course relates
to RGC subtype and is supported by previous work that exam-
ined cell type-specific changes at later stages after elevated IOP
(Della Santina et al., 2013). A key difference between our study
and previous work is that by comparing On DSGCs, Off RGCs,
and On-Off DSGCs, each with different ratios of On/Off arbors
in the IPL, we identified the relative percentage of Off versus On
arborization as a key predictor of the dendritic changes we ob-
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served in the bead model of glaucoma. Moreover, the M1
ipRGCs, which functionally are On-type cells, but that stratify the
majority of their dendrites in the scleral-most portion of the
“Off” sublamina, also displayed significant changes shortly after
elevated IOP. M1 ipRGC dendrites became sparser and branched
significantly less, particularly at locations close to their somas.
Together these data suggest that RGCs stratifying in the scleral
half of the IPL are especially susceptible in early stages of glau-
coma, although there is cell-type specificity in the patterns of
dendritic changes that Off-stratifying RGCs undergo in response
to IOP elevation.

Off-sublamina vulnerability: possible sources and relevance
to clinical/translational studies
A key question that arises from our findings is as follows: what
makes stratification in the Off sublamina (scleral half of the IPL)
a predictor of whether RGCs are affected during early stages of
elevated IOP? One idea is that the scleral half of the IPL, unlike the
vitreal half of the IPL (On sublamina), is highly vascularized with
capillaries (Cuthbertson and Mandel, 1986). Previous studies
have shown that the vasculature is highly compromised in glau-
comatous retinas in both humans and rodent models (Venkat-
araman et al., 2010; Almasieh et al., 2013). In addition, a recent
study in rats showed that there is a significant reduction in the
number of capillaries, starting as soon as 3–7 d after elevation of
IOP (Almasieh et al., 2013). Given the intimate relationship be-
tween vasculature, glial processes, and synapses (Zhang and
Stone, 1997; Pournaras et al., 2008), we speculate that vascular
damage may be a primary insult leading to the dendritic changes
observed here and the synaptic changes reported in previous
studies. As such, future explorations of RGC survival in glauco-
matous retinas, including both animal models and human retinal
imaging studies, may benefit from monitoring stratification
depth within the IPL. In the longer term, therapeutic strategies
that target endothelial cells, as well as direct neuroprotection,
may be of benefit for those suffering from glaucoma, an idea that
has already started to gain support from studies of other CNS
neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s dementia (Hal-
liday et al., 2000; de la Torre, 2004).
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